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Abstract
Identifying all names that refer to a particular set of named entities is a challenging task, as quite
often we need to consider many features that include a lot of variation like abbreviations, aliases,
hypocorism, multilingualism or partial matches. Each entity type can also have specific rules for
name variances: people names can include titles, country and branch names are sometimes removed
from organization names, while locations are often plagued by the issue of nested entities. The lack
of a clear strategy for collecting, processing and computing name variants significantly lowers the
recall of tasks such as Named Entity Linking and Knowledge Base Population since name variances
are frequently used in all kind of textual content.
This paper proposes several strategies to address these issues. Recall can be improved by
combining knowledge repositories and by computing additional variances based on algorithmic
approaches. Heuristics and machine learning methods then analyze the generated name variances
and mark ambiguous names to increase precision. An extensive evaluation demonstrates the effects
of integrating these methods into a new Named Entity Linking framework and confirms that
systematically considering name variances yields significant performance improvements.
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1

Introduction

State of the art Named Entity Linking (NEL) systems [14] link mentions of named entities
in textual content such as newspaper articles and tweets to the corresponding entities in
Knowledge Bases (KB). Many of these systems excel at identifying entities in the canonical
form presented in a Knowledge Base and some also accept variations (e.g., abbreviations,
alternative names), but most systems do not necessarily take into account name variance,
especially if it is not available in the target KB (e.g., DBpedia, Geonames). This limitation significantly lowers recall, since name variances such as Joe Kennedy rather than
Joseph Kennedy, IBM Research or even only IBM for IBM Zurich Research Laboratory, and
SoCal/NoCal for Southern/Northern California are frequently used, especially in less formal
settings such as social media.
This article focuses on assessing the effect of name variance across domains, and introduces
the following strategies for addressing this problem:
(i) Obtain name variances by combining knowledge repositories. Blending KBs requires
aligning the entity identifiers used within them, triggering quality issues due to errors
caused by the necessary ontology alignment tasks [14]. However, this issue can be
avoided, if the links between KBs are exploited (e.g., by collecting name variants from
multiple KBs, but linking them to the most used KB). The approach presented in this
paper, therefore, uses graph mining to extract name variances and to integrate them
into the target knowledge base.
(ii) Algorithmic name variance generation derives name variances from existing names by
applying heuristics such as reducing the number of tokens (e.g. shorten IBM Zurich
Research Laboratory to IBM or IBM Zurich), changing token alignment (IBM Research
or IBM Laboratory), and substituting selected tokens with frequently used synonyms
(e.g. IBM Labs).
(iii) Name Analyzers focus on boosting precision by marking ambiguous name variances.
This paper discusses two name analyzer implementations: a) a heuristics entropy-based
algorithm where tokens known to belong to certain entity types (e.g., prefixes or suffixes
for organizations and locations, title for people, etc.) contribute higher entropy scores
which are used for identifying ambiguous names; b) a machine learning implementation
that uses support vector machines (SVM) and features that are inspired by the heuristic
algorithm.
The first two approaches are targeted at increasing recall, whereas the third one improves
precision. The reference implementation of the algorithms discussed in this paper draws
upon Recognyze Lite, a graph-based NEL framework.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the state of the art
in graph disambiguation and the computation of name variance; Section 3 formalizes the
generation and enrichment of named entity graphs for graph disambiguation and presents the
architecture used to implement the suggested name variance strategies. Section 4 presents a
comprehensive evaluation of the impact of name variance on NEL and discusses these results.
The paper concludes with Section 5 which provides an overview of the presented and future
work.

2

Related Work

The state-of-the-art and open issues in NEL are described in the overview of the TAC-KBP
tasks each year [14]. Depending on the task and features that are used (e.g., strong or weak
typing and/or linking, classification or clustering evaluation, etc.), NEL tasks can be defined
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and evaluated in multiple ways as explained in [29], [10] or [14]. The most general situation is
called NERLC (Named Entity Recognition Linking and Classification) and involves detecting
not just the entities (NER), but also the links (NEL) and associated types (NEC) [14].
Knowledge Graph (KG) disambiguation is currently considered among the most effective
approaches towards NEL. Several graph disambiguation NEL tools have been listed among
the top performers in NLP competitions (e.g., TAC-KBP [14], OKE [19]): AIDA [11], HITS
[9], Babelfy [17], AGDISTIS [29] or the multilingual version of AGDISTIS called MAG
[18]. Competing approaches include statistical disambiguation (e.g., ADEL [21] or DBpedia
Spotlight [4]) and neural models (e.g., Ensemble Nerd [3] for NEL).
Almost all the NEL systems have to provide at least a basic algorithm (or alternatively
a set of features) for addressing the name variance problem. Some of the recently applied
methods include: query expansion [8], mention-entity similarity based on keyphrases or
syntax and entity-entity coherence (Milne-Witten) in AIDA [11], maximum entropy (ME) [22],
synset expansion in Sematch [32], string matching via Levenshtein distances [13], Knowledge
Base Embeddings [28], and ensemble neural networks [3]. Several systems that use hybrid
approaches have also been developed. The HITS system [9] uses a heuristic that includes
a rule-based approach for abbreviations, considers Wikipedia redirects for most common
aliases, and calls to Wikipedia search functions for less common name variants. The LIEL
system [26] uses language independent features like mention-entity pair features (text-based,
KB link properties, Wikipedia page titles, etc.) and entity-entity pair features (overlap, title
co-occurence, etc). All of these approaches struggle with missing abbreviations, names that
originate in other languages, partial matches, etc. Maximum entropy [22], has been applied
in Named Entity Recognition (NER) setups, therefore improvements on top of it might be
needed for NEL. Popularity prior [11] is not a good metric for new entities. Synset expansion
[32] can in theory help match almost all the name variance cases provided they are covered
by existing KBs which rarely happens in practice. Knowledge Base embeddings [28] are
dependent upon KB data quality.
Mining for name variants by combining modern KBs helps improving the coverage of
entities and their name variants, but a single KB rarely provides all the information we need.
DBpedia [16] does not contain special fields for name variants, but they can be collected from
different fields (e.g., dbp:wikiPageDisambiguates, dbo:wikiPageRedirects, dbp:acronym, etc).
Wikidata [6] has less factual triples for each entity than DBpedia since it has been curated
manually, but it provides more triples and many name variants for each entity (through the
“also known as” field). Wikidata is ideal for identifying named entities, whereas DBpedia
excels at obtaining additional information about a particular entity. JRC-Names [5] is a
multilingual KB that provides lists of entities and their name variants. It focuses mostly on
spelling variations and covers persons and organizations, but currently does not contain any
triples for locations. Geographical KBs (e.g., LinkedGeoData [27]) can also be considered
good sources of name variants, provided the users are only interested in locations and are
willing to combine the names from multiple fields and languages. Improving the coverage
of entities and their name variances is a good technique for improving NEL, but when the
entities or their name variants are missing from KB it might be best to use the entire Internet
as background knowledge as described in [1].
It has to be noted that the problem of name variances is not limited to NEL or Knowledge
Base Population (KBP) systems, but rather is also relevant to any field that requires matching
records or names such as ontology alignment, word sense disambiguation, data linkage or
slot filling tasks [12].
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3

Method

This section describes Recognyze Lite, a new NEL framework that focuses on increasing
recall through the use of name variance while mitigating its impact on precision. It provides
a formalization of the graph generation and enrichment problem covering the tasks of adding
name variances to the knowledge graph and using name analyzers for marking ambiguous
name variances. Recognyze Lite provides a flexible, multi-KB NEL system that, among
others, utilizes relations between entities from any given linked data source to disambiguate
between correct and false candidate mentions in an unknown text.

3.1

Graph disambiguation

Similar to Usbek et al. [29] we define our approach as follows: Given a knowledge base K as
a directed graph G = (V, E) with vertices V and edges E. Recognyze Lite uses SPARQL
queries to obtain a sub-graph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) with the following properties:
1. s ∈ V 0 and o ∈ V 0 , where s refers to a resource and o either indicates a resource or a
literal (i.e. in this case a name used to identify a named entity)
2. for every pair (s, o) ∈ E ⇒ ∃p : (s, p, o) which is denoted to as an RDF triple in G0 .
The named entity disambiguation process comprises multiple sub-tasks: (i) Directed
Acyclic Word Graphs (DAWGs) [25] provide fast text search within the input documents to
identify candidate entities by locating mentions of their name variances. (ii) A controlled
vocabulary is applied to search for potential affixes that hint on relevant entity types. (iii)
These affixes are then used to remove candidate mentions that do not match the type
implied by the affix. (iv) The remaining candidate entities are then linked using multiple
disambiguation algorithms in sequence. In this sub-task, the relations between the candidate
mentions, as well as the significance of a single mention are used to determine the best fitting
network of entities. (v) Finally, Recognyze Lite transforms the accepted entities into the
desired output format.

3.2

Name variance

Name variance is the problem of finding all the different names that represent a single entity
within a collection of text. In theory, enriching G0 with name variances improves recall,
whereas adding name variance related features to the NEL extraction pipelines improves
precision.
Several cases of variance have been described in the literature (e.g., [5] or [14]): (i) known
aliases (Robert Gailbraith, a psudonym used by J.K. Rowling; John Barron for Donald
Trump, Mahatma Gandhi for Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi) ; (ii) hypocorisms or common
aliases (Bobby for Robert, Liz for Elizabeth); (iii) abbreviations (JFK for both John F.
Kennedy and John F. Kennedy International Airpot); (iv) multilingual names (Austria can
have different names or spelling depending on the language: in German it will be Österreich,
in French Autriche, or Ausztria in Hungarian); (v) partial matches (names of royal figures
often fall under this category; e.g., you will more often find links to Prince Charles instead
of Charles, Prince of Wales). Additionally, each entity type might have its own name
variance rules. People names can often include titles (Senator, Judge, etc.) or nicknames.
Organization names are often abbreviated through different methods that might involve:
classic abbreviations (e.g., NBA), cutting suffixes (e.g., Corp or Inc); removing country or
branch names (Sony Europe might often be referred to simply as Sony); combining parts
of words (e.g., Nortel instead of Northern Telecom). Locations have more problems with
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Figure 1 Name variance handling in Recognyze Lite: (1) combine name variants from multiple
datasets; (2) algorithmic name variants generation; (3) name analyzers (entropy heuristic or machine
learning (ML) based).

name variances than the other classes due to overlap and assimilation (e.g., people and
organization names often contain location references), but can still include place qualifiers
(e.g., N/E/S/W, So for Southern); regional abbreviations (e.g., OH for Ohio); embeddings
or nested entities (e.g., New York Stadium); possessive names (e.g., Hawaii’s Waikiki); and
addresses (e.g., 221B Baker Street).
If we take entity typing (e.g., Person – PER, organization – ORG, location – GEO, etc)
into consideration, the variance problem can also include issues related to hyponyms and
hypernyms [15] or even meronyms [7].
Recognyze Lite addresses the name variance problem in two ways: (i) by combining name
variants from multiple datasets and (ii) by algorithmically deriving name variants from an
entity’s official names.
Name variances and the corresponding named entities are stored in a binary profile which
is build from the knowledge base used for grounding entities. Recognyze Lite constructs
knowledge graphs for NEL based on SPARQL queries that select relevant entity graphs
and may comprise multiple knowledge bases (Section 3.3.1) such as DBpedia, Wikidata and
GeoNames. A comprehensive preprocessing pipeline allows the analysis, manipulation and
addition of name variances (Section 3.3.2), and the identification of name variances that
would be harmful to the system’s performance (Section 3.4).

3.3
3.3.1

Name variance for improving recall
Name variance through additional knowledge bases

The first approach for enriching the original graph draws upon further knowledge bases Ki
and the corresponding graphs (Vi , Ei ) to obtain tuples (s, pj , ok ) where s is a resource in the
knowledge graph G0 (s ∈ V 0 ) that is also available in knowledge base Ki (s ∈ Vi ). Adding
edges (s, ok ) ∈ Ei with relevant property types pj = {p1 , ...pn } and the corresponding name
variance ok ∈ Vi into G0 enriches G0 with these additional name variances.
LDK 2019
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Since such an approach might use SPARQL federation or similar technologies (e.g., RDF
slicing), it is important to assess its impact on scalability before deploying it into large
production systems.

3.3.2

Name variance through algorithmic name generation and
assessment

The second method draws upon an algorithm A that splits a literal ok ∈ V 0 from the RDF
triple (s, p, ok ) into tokens ti = {t1 , ...tn } that are then used to generate name variances
1
m
o1k ...om
k and the corresponding RDF triples (s, p, ok ), ..., (s, p, ok ) to be later integrated in
the knowledge graph G0 .
A simple variance of A obtains (n − 1) name variances by providing substrings o1k = t1 ,
2
ok = t1 t2 , ..., on−1
= t1 t2 ...tn−1 of the original name. The more advanced algorithm A0 also
k
(i) considers synonyms by generating name variances that replace tokens ti with synonyms
t1i , t2i , ...tm
i , and (ii) uses heuristics encoded in regular expressions to create name variances by
modifying and reordering tokens ti . Applying A0 to the name “United States Department of
State”, for example, yields the additional name variances “U.S. Department of State” and “US
Department of State”. The pattern {Department of (\w+)/\$1 Department}, for instance,
generates the name variance “Commerce Department” from the initial name “Department of
Commerce”. Since in many cases the abbreviations are not necessarily available in the KBs,
a dedicated component is used for extracting such abbreviations directly from text such as
DBpedia abstracts, if they are available.
Some preprocessing steps that are typically applied include the following: i) noise - removal
of dashes, white spaces, parentheses, etc.; ii) abbreviation - for extracting abbreviations from
abstracts or long texts; iii) normalization - for normalizing the entity names; iv) tickers - for
detecting the company stock ticker symbols; or v) URL - removal of URLs.

3.4

Mitigating name variance’s impact on precision

Name variance per se tends to improve recall at the cost of precision. We, therefore, introduce
name analyzers, i.e. components that identify name variances which might be particularly
harmful to precision.
Name analyzers aim to balance the improved recall with precision by marking ambiguous
name variances, i.e. names that
1. have a high probability of clashing with common terms (e.g. Reading, Turkey, etc.)
and/or
2. may clash with terms from other entity classes (e.g. Carolina/LOC versus Carolina/PER).
More formally, a name analyzer for an entity type T is considered a function NT : oi → b
that provides a mapping of name variances oi to a binary value b indicating whether the
name is considered ambiguous or not. The disambiguation process uses this information and
may, for instance, require additional evidence prior to the grounding of ambiguous name
variances.
Since the evaluations discussed in Section 4 are focused on news articles, we assess
name variances for PER with a simple heuristic that requires at least one common English
first- or surname to be present within a candidate name. For GEO we employ a simple
dictionary-based list that removes names that clash with standard vocabulary.
The most challenging entity type in terms of assessing name variances are organizations
for which Recognyze Lite uses an entropy-based name analyzer, as well as a machine learning
approach.
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The next subsections introduce these two name analyzer implementations.

3.4.1

Entropy-based name analyzer

The entropy-based name analyzer has been inspired by research from [31] and computes
a heuristic entropy score that is used for assessing whether a generated name variances is
considered ambiguous or not.
In information theory the entropy H specifies the minimum number of bits needed to
encode sequences of random variables X produced by a probability distribution p. High
entropy values, therefore, also correspond to a high diversity of values xi ∈ X obtained
from p.
The entropy-score heuristic presented in this paper draws upon these concepts by assessing
the degrees of freedom in creating valid organization names from the computed name variances
(i.e. answers the question of how many valid organization names can be created from the
available tokens). A high entropy score indicates that the name variance is very likely
unambiguous, a low score, in contrast, refers to ambiguous name variances.
Tokens that are known to be used in organization names, contribute a higher entropy
Htoken (tj ) (e.g. Inc., Plc., AG etc.) than tokens that are not specific to company or
organization names. The heuristic also considers the number of token classes Hclasses (i.e.
abbreviation, name, legal form, etc.) used in the name variance. We compute the entropy of
a name variance {ti } that comprises n tokens {t1 , t2 , ...tn } as follows:
h
i
X
H({ti }) = fconstr ({ti })· Hcase ({ti }) + Hclasses ({ti }) +
Htoken (tj )
(1)
tj ∈{ti }

The initial entropy Hcase discounts case insensitive name variance, and the factor fconstr
eliminates name variances that violate syntactic rules.
(
0.0
if caseSens({ti })
Hcase ({ti }) =
(2)
−0.5 else.
(
0.0 if ¬constr({ti })
fconstr ({ti }) =
(3)
1.0 else.
These constraints enforce that name variants (i) contain at least two characters and (ii)
do not end with a connector or possessive form. This rule prevents broken names such as
“Zingg &” or “Society of”.
The obtained entropy measure ensures that names are unique enough to prevent ambiguities with common terminology and phrases specific to the text’s language. A comprehensive
corpus of ambiguous and unambiguous name variances has been used to experimentally
determine suitable values for Hcase ({ti }), Hclasses ({ti }) and Htoken (tj ), to fine tune the heuristics for generating the entropy scores, and to determine the optimal threshold below which
name variances should be considered ambiguous.

3.4.2

Machine learning name analyzer

We use the Java implementation of libSVM2 to create a name analyzer that draws upon
machine learning rather than heuristics for classifying name variants into ambiguous and
unambiguous ones. The machine learning component considers a total of 81 features such as

2
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morphological features (whether tokens are case sensitive, capitalized, all uppercase, contain
letters, punctuation, etc.), syntactical features (pronouns, prepositions etc.) and semantic
features (number of words mentions that refer to popular fist names, given names, trades,
locations, common dictionary terms in English, French or German, etc.). Since dictionaries
often also contain popular company names, a preprocessing step removes abbreviations (e.g.
BBC, CNN, etc.) and the names of Forbes 2000 companies to improve their usefulness for
distinguishing between common terms and potential company names.
The language-specific training corpus has been composed of (i) manually curated languagespecific lists of Fortune 1000 companies, and the largest Austrian, German and Swiss
companies that have been retrieved from Wikipedia, and (ii) additional 539 gold-standard
entries that have been automatically derived from unit test cases used in the development of
the name analyzer heuristic. A cross-validation and grid-search procedure yielded the best
results for a radial basis function kernel with C=8 and γ=2−5 .

4

Experiments

The following section elaborates on datasets and tools used for the evaluations, the chosen
evaluation settings and the evaluation results.

4.1

Datasets and Evaluation Tools

Evaluations were performed with the Orbis scorer [20], because GERBIL [30] and the neleval
scorer [10] do not provide means for visually debugging results. The evaluation datasets have
been selected based on the following criteria: (i) they should be available in the format, and
(ii) (where possible) have been use in recent evaluation tools or challenges such as GERBIL
[30] and TAC-KBP [14]. We have used two datasets included in GERBIL: N3 Reuters128
(news, multiple domains) [23] and OKE2015 (abstracts, biographies) [19].
Evaluations were performed on four state-of-the-art NEL systems which also provide
REST endpoints that allow the use of sophisticated evaluation frameworks such as GERBIL
and Orbis: DBpedia Spotlight [4], Babelfy [17], AIDA [11], and Recognyze Lite.
While we have tested different builds of the Knowledge Bases, the experiments described
in this section used DBpedia 2015-10, Wikidata 2016-08-01 and GeoNames 2016-02-26, we
preferred to use an older DBpedia version (2015-10) for the Reuters128 evaluation presented
in Table 1, since the data set itself was not updated since 2014 (one year before the respective
DBpedia version). This version or the one from 2014 are closer to the date when the data set
was created, therefore ensuring that we are not delivering any entities that were marked as
NIL (or not linked to the target KB) in the original data set, since they were not available in
DBpedia at that time.
Roth et al. [24] use Wikipedia link anchor text such as UNBRO to expand queries for
the corresponding entity (in this case United Nations Border Relief Operation). We apply
this approach to extract additional name variances from the Wikipedia 2017-12-01 dump
but only consider unambiguous link anchor text. The extracted name variances yield the
Wikipedia dataset3 used in the evaluations.
Since entity spans are to some extend dependent on a gold standard’s annotation policy,
we use Orbis’ mention-based evaluation setting where a mention is considered correct if it (i)
is found within a span that overlaps the gold standard, and (ii) refers to the same named
entity as the overlapping gold standard annotation. For the gold standard sentence

3

Available at https://github.com/AlbertWeichselbraun/wikipedia-link-extractor.
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1. “[Avco Corporation] has increased its profits by 10% in 2017.” where [Avco Corporation]
refers to dbr:Avco both the mention [Avco] and [Avco Corporation] would be considered
correct, if they refer to dbr:Avco.
2. The same is true for the overlapping mention [the Netherlands] from the sentence “... the
[Netherlands] planted a record...” if it refers to dbr:Netherlands.

4.2

Evaluation Settings

The first set of evaluations demonstrates the impact of different name variance settings on
the NEL performance. The baseline setting does not consider any name variance, operates on
DBpedia only and solely uses the rdfs:label field for generating entity names. Setting (a) is
still limited to DBpedia but considers additional DBpedia properties such as foaf:name and
dbp:name. The (b1-b4) settings, draw upon multiple KBs with the intention to improve recall.
Nevertheless, the results for both the (a) and the (b1-b4) settings (Table 1) indicate that
just adding additional data fields and KBs without any evaluation of name variances might
even be counter productive.
Setting (c) builds upon the baseline by adding algorithmic name generation which yields
considerable improvements in terms of recall at the cost of precision. The (d1-d4) settings
apply algorithmic name generation to the additional KB only. The (e1-e2) configurations
extend the baseline by introducing name analyzers although they are not that effective
without additional name variances and, therefore, only yield significant F1 improvements
for the PER type. The best performing setting (f) combines the baseline with additional
properties, algorithmic name generation and Wikidata as a supplemental KB for which
algorithmic name generation has been enabled as well. The heuristic name analyzer ensures
a good balance between precision and recall.
Table 1 summarizes the evaluation results. We have used the R implementation of the
Wilcoxon rank sum test to verify whether a particular setting yields a significant improvement
at the p=0.05 significance level. Bold values indicate significant improvements, all other
values are either non-significant or losses.
The second evaluation serves to illustrate that considering name variance yields competitive results. Table 2, therefore, compares Recognyze Lite’s performance to three popular
NEL services that offer publicly available APIs 4 . AIDA, Babelfy and Recognyze Lite use
KG disambiguation techniques, while Spotlight uses statistical disambiguation. It has to
be noted that each service builds its entity graph differently, therefore, not only the NEL
algorithms, but also the differences between KGs can lead to variation in the results. AIDA
is based on Wikipedia and, therefore, operates on a substantially different KG than the
other tools. Babelfy uses the Babelnet KG and provides DBpedia links via the owl:sameAs
property. Spotlight and Recognyze Lite both draw upon DBpedia, although Spotlight is
fine-tuned for knowledge extraction tasks, whereas Recognyze Lite is optimized for NEL and
various domain specific extraction tasks (e.g., Slot Filling for the recognized entities).
The Recognyze Lite baseline (Table 1) which does not consider name variance yields
results that are on par with the other top systems in Table 2. Once the name variance
strategies proposed in this paper are activated, the resulting system clearly outperforms all
other approaches, as outlined in Table 2.

4

Since no recommended settings for performing evaluations on Reuters128 and OKE2015 datasets
have been published, we have dedicated approximately two days to experimental optimization of the
evaluation settings of all evaluated third-party tools.
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Table 1 Impact of name variance on the Recognyze Lite Named Entity Linking performance for
the Reuter128 dataset. Bold figures indicate statistically significant improvements over the baseline.
Setting

LOC
R
F1

P

P

ORG
R
F1

P

PER
R
F1

P

All
R

F1

baseline

63

54

58

72

34

46

57

23

33

66

39

49

(a)

additional properties

63

54

58

71

33

45

57

23

33

66

38

49

(b1)
(b2)
(b3)
(b4)

Wikidata
Wikipedia
GeoNames
baseline + (b1 + b2 + b3)

14
61
60
14

41
54
54
41

20
57
57
21

40
69
71
39

41
33
33
41

40
45
45
40

12
58
57
12

38
25
23
38

19
35
33
19

21
64
64
21

41
39
38
41

28
48
48
28

(c)

algorithmic name generation

54

72

62

35

53

42

68

49

57

43

58

50

(d1)
(d2)
(d3)
(d4)

name generation on Wikidata
name generation on Wikipedia
name generation on GeoNames
baseline + (d1 + d2 + d3)

52
58
48
46

54
52
53
53

53
55
51
50

71
68
70
70

38
35
33
38

50
46
45
50

59
60
57
61

26
29
23
30

36
39
33
40

61
63
58
58

42
39
38
42

50
48
46
49

64

52

57

47

44

46

60

56

58

54

48

51

65

51

57

33

47

39

55

47

50

42

48

45

53

70

61

61

52

57

60

56

58

58

58

58

(e1)
(e2)
(f)

name analyzer
(heuristic)
name analyzer
(machine learning)
baseline + (a, c, d1, e1)

4.3

Discussion

Many of the settings included in Table 1 shed light on pitfalls relevant to name variance for
NEL. When we designed Recognyze Lite, we proceeded incrementally, therefore expecting
better results for each setting. This has not always been the case. For instance, the setting
(b1) baseline+wikidata yields considerably worse results than the baseline profile. Initially
we suspected that this effect might have been caused by data quality issues within Wikidata
which is considered a relatively novel data source [6]. An analysis of the issue uncovered that
the quality of Wikidata is actually high and that it yields lot of name variants per entity.
This in itself is a problem as (i) gold standards usually consider a limited number of name
variants for each entity, and (ii) they rarely take into account partial matches [2].
Table 2 Comparison of the system performance on the Reuters 128 and OKE2015 corpora.
Corpus

System
P

LOC
R
F1

P

ORG
R
F1

P

PER
R
F1

P

All
R

F1

Reuters
128

AIDA
BabelNet
Recognyze
Spotlight

44
29
53
41

64
31
70
70

52
30
61
52

76
47
61
64

29
16
52
42

42
24
57
51

50
21
60
47

49
29
56
22

50
24
58
30

53
32
58
50

43
22
58
49

47
26
58
49

OKE
2015

AIDA
BabelNet
Recognyze
Spotlight

25
21
62
50

37
35
73
72

30
26
67
59

69
67
70
81

43
40
51
50

53
50
59
62

66
55
85
56

41
14
57
11

50
22
68
18

50
40
73
61

41
26
59
36

45
32
65
45
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Figure 2 Debugging name variance with Orbis.

By far the most common problem was related to ambiguous name variances introduced
by string splitting. Longer strings were often split into multiple entities (e.g., Canadian
Bashaw Leduc Oil and Gas Ltd was split into Canadian, Bashaw and Leduc). This might not
be an issue if the entity is a Person and some of the splits indicate actual roles, but if each
token references a different entity (e.g. West German Finance Minister Gerhard Stoltenberg
includes links to such ambiguous entities like dbr:West,_Texas, dbr:German,_New_York
and dbr:Minister_(Catholic_Church)) or if there are any containment issues (e.g. Texas
Gulf Coast is a part of Texas), this name variance generation strategy yields results that
are similar to negative compounding. This observation triggered our research in Name
Analyzer heuristics and machine learning algorithms which addresses this problem. When
used in combination, both the algorithmic name generation and name analyzer components
perform considerably better than the baseline+wikidata precisely because they delivered less
ambiguous name variants.
DBpedia typing in itself can sometimes lead to issues, as often general terms like stream
or lake might be tagged with the associated entity types, even though they are not entities.
Another troubling case observed is the lack of a clear convention for embedded names
(e.g., Wells Fargo Alarm Services embeds the name of geographical entity), geographical
containment (e.g., Texas Gulf Coast is a part of Texas) or inclusion of titles in the name
of entities (e.g., chairman John Sandner vs John Sandner). These problems have been
especially relevant to the Recognyze Lite Wikidata and name generation evaluations (d1)
presented in Table 1.
The comparison presented in Table 2 aims at providing insights into the competitiveness
of the discussed name variance methods and an an assessment of whether other NEL systems
could benefit from it as well. Each tool has committed a different set of errors, although the
issue of ambiguous name variances due to the splitting of longer names was noticed in all
tools to some degree. Most of the systems (e.g., AIDA, Babelnet) also failed to correctly
identify all the name variants that belong to an entity (e.g., Avco Financial Services, Avco
Financial or Avco can refer to the same entity). In addition, they either do not take into
account abbreviations or they rarely get them correctly. In some cases, prefixes (e.g., country
abbreviations – U.S., U.K.) and suffixes (e.g., terminations like and Co., Ind. or GmbH )
have also created problems. Based on our analysis at least name analyzers and techniques
for abbreviations would be beneficial for improving the performance of all analyzed systems.
It has to be noted that in some cases there might not be a correct way to annotate
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a certain entity as illustrated in Figure 2. In this example from the OKE2015 data set,
the text Ottawa-Carleton Canadian Union of Public Employees can be annotated as (i)
Ottawa-Carleton, (ii) Canadian Union of Public Employees, (iii) Ottawa-Carleton Canadian
Union of Public Employees, or (iv) quite possibly with an even more expanded annotation
that also includes Local 4600 District Council. Similarly it can be argued that Ottawa’s
annual Walk for Peace should be an annotation that identifies a single recurring event. Since
the results also depend a lot on the annotation guidelines of each data set, we can argue that
these annotation guidelines should be openly accessible in a machine readable format (e.g.,
NIF, Turtle) in order to standardize evaluations and provide better comparisons between
tools. Nevertheless, it needs to be noted that name variance techniques will probably not
always be sufficient to address these kinds of errors, since often assigning all name variants
to the correct entities is also a coreference and clustering issue.

5

Outlook and Conclusion

Considering name variances in NEL tasks significantly improves system performance. The
research presented in this paper introduced three strategies for generating name variances
from linked data: (i) combining knowledge repositories, (ii) algorithmic name variance
generation, and (iii) name analyzers for identifying ambiguous name variances. As outlined
and discussed in Section 4 these three strategies need to be deployed in concert to be effective.
The use of multiple knowledge repositories or algorithmic name variance on their own does
not yield significant improvements since higher recall is usually offset by lower precision
or by negative effects on other entity types. Rigorous evaluations and drill-down analyses
allowed understanding these issues which in turn paved the way for the development of the
entropy-based name analyzer and the machine learning based name analyzer presented in this
paper. These name analyzers identify and handle ambiguous name variances, substantially
improving system performance. Since name variance and name analyzers can be deployed
on top of existing NEL systems, the presented approach can be considered a blueprint for
considerably improving the accuracy of such systems.
Future work will focus on (i) developing additional methods for identifying name variances
based on deep learning, (ii) studying the effect of co-reference and clustering issues related to
name variance, and (iii) better leveraging the potential of ambiguous name variances which
is particularly challenging since these name variances have a high likelihood of reducing
precision due to collisions with terminology used in the text that does not refer to a named
entity.
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